In Bell scenario, any nonlocal correlation, shared between two spatially separated parties, can be modeled deterministically either by allowing communications between the two parties or by restricting their free will in choosing the measurement settings. Recently, Bell scenario has been generalized into 'semi-quantum' scenario where external quantum inputs are provided to the parties. We show that in 'semi-quantum' scenario, entangled states produce correlations whose deterministic explanation is possible only if measurement independence is reduced. Thus in simulating quantum correlation 'semi-quantum' scenario reveals a qualitative distinction between signaling and measurement dependence which is absent in Bell scenario. We further show that such distinction is not observed in 'steering game' scenario, a special case of 'semi-quantum' scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the early days of quantum mechanics, Einstein and his colleagues designed a thought experiment [1] intended to reveal what they believed to be inadequacies of quantum mechanics and they dreamed a causal world where no intrinsic randomness would present. But J.S. Bell showed that if experimenters enjoy complete free will in choosing measurement settings then quantum mechanics is indeed in contradiction with local realism [2] . Later in [3] , it has been shown that Bell's locality condition can be thought of as a conjunction of two independent conditions namely outcome independence and parameter independence, popularly called no signaling, which restricts instantaneous communication between two spatially separated locations. In recent times, lots of interest have been found in simulating nonlocal correlations by violating these assumptions individually or collectively [4] [5] [6] [7] ; and in particular for singlet state correlation there exists several interesting simulation protocols [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Please note, in Bell scenario any nonlocal correlation can be simulated by violating only the no signaling assumption (i.e. allowing communication between two parties). Moreover, for every such nonlocal correlation, there exists a different simulation protocol by violating only measurement independence condition. Therefore in simulating Bell nonlocal correlations there is no qualitative difference between these two simulation resources. Interestingly, in this paper we show that this is not true in a more general situation called 'semi-quantum' scenario which has been recently introduced in [14] . We find that in semi-quantum scenario entangled quantum states reproduce correlations which can be simulated by reducing measurement independence but not possible by allowing communication. Further we prove that such qualitative distinction between no signaling and measurement inde- * Electronic address: manik11ju@gmail.com pendence is absent in 'steering game' scenario [15] , a particular case of semi-quantum scenario.
The Bell game scenario [2, 16] involves two spatially separated players, say Alice and Bob. A referee picks indices s ∈ S and t ∈ T at random and sends them separately to Alice and Bob, respectively. The two players must compute answers x ∈ X and y ∈ Y, respectively, and send the results to the referee, who will then pay them both. First, the players are told the rules of the game. Knowing the rules, the players are allowed to agree on any strategy and to share any variable λ ∈ Λ. The distribution ρ(λ) of the shared variable λ must be independent of the referee's questions, say s and t; otherwise the measurement independence assumption will be violated. After starting the game the two players are forbidden to communicate with each other. Recently, F. Buscemi has generalized the Bell game into 'semi-quantum' game [14] . In this generalized scenario, instead of classical indices s and t referee sends quantum states τ s ∈ H A and ω t ∈ H B to Alice and Bob, respectively, without revealing the classical indices s and t. Here H A and H B be the Hilbert spaces from where referee chooses input states for Alice and Bob, respectively. In general the set of quantum states {τ s } s∈S and {ω t } t∈T contain non orthogonal states. Whenever referee chooses quantum states from a set of orthogonal states the situation turns out to be the Bell game scenario. In between semi-quantum scenario and Bell scenario another interesting situation has been considered in [15] , namely 'steering game' scenario. In steering game referee sends orthogonal quantum state π s to one party (say Alice) and send quantum states ω t (in general non orthogonal) to other party (see Fig.1 ).
Recently, Rosset et.al. proved a strong no-go result regarding simulation of correlations achieved in semiquantum scenario [17] . They have shown that any entangled state can generate correlations in such simulation task which cannot be simulated by local operation assisted by classical communication (LOCC) [18, 19] even if there is no limitation on classical communication. Such a strong no-go result is possible in semi-quantum sce-nario, as referee sends nonorthogonal quantum states to Alice and Bob, who will not be able to discriminate the states even if they are allowed to communicate with each other. Interestingly, we show that a simulation protocol exists for such correlation if measurement independence assumption is reduced by suitable amount.
FIG. 1: a) In
Bell game, referee asks 'classical questions' s ∈ S and t ∈ T to Alice and Bob respectively; which can be modeled by sending orthogonal states {π s }s∈S and {π t }t∈T to Alice and Bob respectively. b) In semi-quantum game, quantum states {τ s }s∈S and {ω t }t∈T (in general non-orthogonal) are sent to Alice and Bob respectively. c) In steering game, Alice is given orthogonal states {π s }s∈S whereas Bob is given non-orthogonal states {ω t }t∈T .
II. SIMULATION TASK IN SEMI-QUANTUM SCENARIO
In semi-quantum scenario the simulation task is defined via the 5-tuple ( AB , {τ where the outcome x = 1 (y = 1) corresponds to the successful projection onto the maximally entangled state |φ
The input states are chosen to have the same dimensions as the respective subsystem of A and B in AB , |τ 
, we denote, for s, t = 1, 2, 3, 4:
The resulting correlations are then:
otherwise.
The referee randomly chooses quantum states and sends to Alice and Bob who can share classical variable Λ but the distribution of the classical variable does not depend on referee's input. As the input states are nonorthogonal Alice and Bob cannot perfectly discriminate the states. Moreover communications between Alice and Bob, even in infinite amount, have no use in discriminating those nonorthogonal input states. As a result no LOCC simulation protocol is possible for the correlation (4) [17] . Interestingly, in the following section we show that to have a simulation protocol for the correlation (4) Alice and Bob need not to know the referee's quantum input at all. Rather using the correlation in the input states they can easily simulate the correlation-(4) if the distribution of the variable Λ is made dependent on referee's inputs i.e. violating the measurement independence assumption.
III. REDUCED MEASUREMENT INDEPENDENCE MODEL
Let Alice and Bob share hidden variable Λ, taking 4 distinct values λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 ∈ Λ. These variables are distributed according to one of two probability distributions p Sa(λ) and p Di(λ) :
and for s = t {p Di(λ) } ≡ {p(λ|s, t)} := {7/12, 1/6, 1/6, 1/12} (6)
The outcomes of Alice and Bob are fully determined by the parameter Λ
where,
The corresponding correlations are of the form
where δ 0,0 = δ 1,1 = 1 and δ 0,1 = δ 1,0 = 0. It is clear that correlation (8) is same as correlation (4). The lack of measurement independence required to reproduce the correlation (4) can be quantified in several ways. Measurement independence is the property that the distribution of the underlying variable is independent of the measurement settings or referee's input question, i.e., p(λ|s, t) = p(λ|s , t )
Bays theorem guarantees that is condition is equivalent to p(s, t|λ) = p(s, t), which is often justified by the notion of experimental free will, i.e., that experimenters can freely choose between different measurement settings irrespective of the underlying variable λ describing the system. The degree of measurement dependence is quantified by the variational distance [4, 12] M := sup s,s ,t,t λ∈Λ |p(λ|s, t) − p(λ|s , t )|.
Clearly 0 ≤ M ≤ 2, where two extreme values signify complete measurement independence and complete measurement dependence, respectively. The fraction of measurement independence or free will is defined by
Thus, 0 ≤ F ≤ 1, with F = 0 corresponding the case where no experimental free will can be enjoined and F = 1 corresponding the case with complete experimental free will. For the above reduced free will model we have:
and the amount of experimental free will is given by
The degree of measurement dependence of the model can also be quantified by the mutual information between the labels sent by the referee and the shared variable Λ which is defined as [4, 6] :
Maximizing the mutual information over all possible distributions of measurement settings the measurement dependence capacity [4] of a given model can be obtained i.e.
C meas dep := sup p(s,t)
H(S, T : Λ).
Denote P (= s=t p(s, t)) as the probability of sending the same label to Alice and Bob. Then for our model the Eq. (12) becomes
From 5) and Eq. (6)) that having accesses the variable Λ neither Alice nor Bob can guess the classical indices of their quantum states. Actually Λ does not contain any information about the individual quantum state send to Alice or Bob; it only contains information about the correlation in the input states send to Alice and Bob and this is sufficient to provide the above simulation protocol. Thus for correlation-(4) communication based simulation protocol is impossible while we provide a simulation protocol by sacrificing measurement independence. Thus simulating the above quantum correlations (correlation-(4)) communication has no use while lack of measurement independence becomes useful-and hence it proves a qualitative distinction between no signaling and measurement independence (or free will). Our simulation model also makes it clear that the no-go result obtained in [17] have been derived under free will assumption, which assumes no correlation between the referee's labels (s, t) and any other physical parameter Λ that propagates to the future (and hence to Alice and Bob). This is a very strong assumption, and our result further shows that even a small amount of lack of measurement independence allows simulation of the correlations by non-quantum means without any need of communication.
IV. LOCC SIMULATION OF STEERING GAME CORRELATIONS
Other than non-locality, a much discussed non classical feature of quantum mechanics is steering, first introduced by Schrödinger [21] and recently brought in attention by Wiseman and his collaborators [22] . In [15] , Cavalcanti et al. introduce the 'steering game' as one of the interesting special case of semi-quantum game. In steering game the referee sends the orthogonal quantum states π s ∈ H A to one party (say Alice) and sends quantum states ω t ∈ H B (in general non orthogonal) to Bob, without revealing the classical indices s ∈ S and t ∈ T . In the context of our work it is an interesting question whether in steering game scenario qualitative distinction between measurement independence and no signaling is possible. We answer this question in negation by providing a LOCC simulation protocol for all such steering games.
Given the bipartite state ρ AB shared between Alice and Bob, let us denote the set of all joint quantum conditional probabilities by µ(ρ AB ) := {µ(x, y|s, t) | x ∈ X ; y ∈ Y; s ∈ S; t ∈ T }, where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y are classical results of Alice and Bob respectively that has to convey to the referee. µ(x, y|s, t) is computed as:
. By M(A; X ), we denote the convex set of all X -POVMs on A.
By simulation of the correlations µ(ρ AB ), we mean that Alice and Bob are not allowed to share the state ρ AB , but they have to reproduce the correlations in a given operational paradigm like LOSR or LOSSR or LOCC. Now if the state ρ AB is steerable then according to the result of Cavalcanti et.al [15] we know that µ(ρ AB ) cannot be simulated by local operation with steering and shared randomness (LOSSR) resources and therefore by LOSR resources. Interestingly if there allowed operational paradigm is LOCC then they will be succeed in the simulation task. (III) Alice communicates her induces to Bob by using log 2 C(S) bits, where C(S) be the cardinality of the set S.
(IV) Receiving the information of Alice's index s, Bob prepares the system B 0 in the state π s .
(V) Receiving the quantum states ω t 's from referee, Bob performs the required POVM P ∈ M(AB 0 ; X ) and Q ∈ M(BB ; Y) and reproduces the joint conditional probability distributions p(x, y|s, t).
(VI) Bob communicates the result x to Alice by using log 2 C(X ) bits.
Note that, to perform the simulation task successfully, Alice and Bob require both way classical communications. If the simulation task demands that Alice and Bob have to reproduce the correlation only and does not further demand that the outcomes x ∈ X and y ∈ Y have to be supplied to referee by the respective parties, then Bob needs not communicate the result x to Alice. He sends both of the results x and y to referee himself and in this case one way communication (log 2 C(S) bits from Alice to Bob) suffices to complete the simulation task. To perform the simulation task, Bob needs to have the resources in order to prepare the suitable bipartite state ρ AB that exhibits steering. But this might be particularly relevant in a scenario where Alice and Bob want to pretend to be able to share such a state over long distances. In this scenario, they can reproduce the correlation without sharing the state and Bob keeping it with him. Actually by the above clever means, they will be able to preserve sufficient entanglement shared between them. Thus following the above protocol, correlations achieved in all steering games can be simulated in LOCC operational framework with bounded amount of classical communication. One can also simulate such correlations without using communication but making the distribution of the classical variable Λ dependent on the referee's input. Thus in simulating correlations, achieved in steering game scenario, signaling and lack of measurement independence have same qualitative footing.
V. CONCLUSION
Experimental free will and no-signaling are two very important physically motivated assumptions. Various important no-go results in quantum foundation have been derived under these assumptions. While Bell's theorem [2] and recently proved Colebeck and Renner's result [23] consider both the assumptions, Kochen-Specker no-go result [24] uses only free will assumption. In an interesting discussion [25] of the measurement problem for a PR-box, J. Bub pointed out that, if Bob has access to a parameter or ontic state λ which completely specifies the output values for both of his possible inputs, or even specifies whether these output values are the same or different, then either there is a violation of no-signaling principle or Alice's choice of input is not free but depends on the value of λ. Actually Bub's conclusion holds for any Bell non-local correlation. In this paper we provide a simulation protocol with relaxed measurement independence for correlation achieved in a semiquantum game whereas no simulation protocol involving only communication but no measurement dependence is possible for this correlations. Thus our result proves that in 'semi-quantum' scenario there exists correlation whose deterministic explanation is possible only if measurement independence assumption is relaxed and hence it establishes a qualitative distinction between no signaling and measurement independence. We further show that such distinction is not possible in steering game scenario. To prove the optimality of our model is an interesting open question. One may also get interested in constructing optimal reduced free will model for other semi-quantum games.
